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As the magazine of the nation’s oldest and largest environmental nonprofit, Sierra has a 
readership of more than 1 million engaged and educated citizens. 

M any thanks for your participation.  

School name:

C ontact name and title:

C ontact phone:

C ontact email:

School city and state:

N umber of students:

H O N O R P L E D G E: By completing and submitting this questionnaire, you are certifying that 
all statements in this document are true to the best of your knowledge.

I N I T IAL: ______________ D A T E: ______________

We at Sierra, the award-winning magazine of the Sierra C lub, are compiling information for 
our fifth annual “ Coolest Schools” issue, which will rate American colleges and universities 
according to their environmental practices, green initiatives, and caliber of sustainability-
oriented education. 

Schools that score highly in these realms may be contacted for further discussion and will 
receive recognition in the magazine’s September/ O ctober issue. Please download this 
interactive PD F and fill it out as thoroughly as possible. Save it with your responses as 2011_
coolschools_your school’s name and email it to cool.schools @ sierraclub.org no later 
than April 20, 2011.

N ote that this questionnaire will become a public document and that we will not be altering 
your responses before publishing them online. Q uestions left blank will receive no credit, 
and if a question requests a percentage, you must provide a number to receive a score. If you 
need more space to answer a question, you may attach pages. T he scoring key will be available 
online once the issue is published.



C ategory 1: Energy Supply
1. Please break down the energy types that your campus uses for electricity by percentage. 
If your school purchases its electricity from a utility company, this information should be 
available from that company. If you insert a number into the “other” category, specify the 
energy source.

____% Coal      ____% W ind      ____% B iomass
 
____% N atural gas       ____% Solar     ____% Geothermal

____% N uclear    ____% H ydro       ____% O ther _____________________
 

2. What type(s) of energy does your campus use for heating buildings? If you insert a number 
into the “other” category, specify the energy source.

____% Coal    ____% B iomass ____% E lectricity

____% N atural gas  ____% Geothermal ____ % Fuel oil

____% O ther _____________________

If cogeneration, please explain. 



C ategory 2: Efficiency
1. What percentage of campus buildings completed within the past five years have a LEE D 
certification of at least silver, or an equivalent rating from another certifier? (If an equivalent 
rating, please specify which rating and certifier.)

_______%

2. What percentage of water used for campus landscaping is from recovered, reclaimed, or 
untreated sources? 
_______%

3. What percentage of campus lighting fixtures, including indoor and outdoor, are energy 
efficient (e.g., compact fluorescent, LE D , or equipped with motion sensors, automatic daylight 
shutoff, or other energy-conserving features)? 

_______%

4. What percentage of campus appliances are Energy Star–rated?

_______%

5. Does your school have in place energy-efficiency retrofitting programs, such as improving 
building insulation or sealing ducts? If yes, by what percentage have these programs reduced 
(or will they reduce) consumption over a three-year period?

____ N o 

____Yes   _______%

6. Does your school have a program to monitor, record, and assess patterns of electricity and 
water consumption as a means of regularly evaluating and improving buildings’ environmental 
performance? If yes, provide the percentage of buildings monitored for each and describe the 
program.

Electricity:
____ N o 

____Yes   _______%

Water:
____ N o 

____Yes   _______%

____ N o 

____Yes   _______%



C ategory 3: Food
1. What percentage (in dollars) of food served at cafeterias is grown or raised within 100 miles 
of campus?

_______%

2. What percentage (in dollars) of food served at campus cafeterias is U SD A-certified organic?

_______%

3. Do campus cafeterias source seafood that is deemed sustainable by the M arine Stewardship 
Council, the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch Program, or a similar program?

4. What is the dollar amount spent on all cafeteria meat purchases per year? What is the total 
number of cafeteria meals served? If the meat is produced sustainably (for example, free-range 
or grass-fed), please explain.

5. Are nutritionally complete vegetarian and/or vegan options available at every meal?

6. Is bottled water sold or distributed on campus?

7. Does your school maintain a campus farm or garden on which students can work? 



C ategory 4: Academics
1. Does your school offer environment- and/or sustainability-related majors, such as 
environmental studies, ecology, or sustainable agriculture? If so, list up to six.

2. Does your school offer classes about clean technologies, including topics such as energy 
efficiency and solar-wind engineering? If so, list up to five.

3. Does your school provide students with a list of environmental and/or sustainability classes 
to make such courses easy to identify? Please provide a link, if available.

4. Please provide names of up to four standout professors who work on environmental and/
or sustainability issues. L ist their primary accomplishments, including awards, honors, and 
noteworthy publications.

5. Is your school associated with any environment- and/or sustainability-related centers, 
programs, or research institutions? If so, please provide their names and a description.

6. Is an environment-themed class a core curriculum requirement? If yes, please provide the 
name(s) of the course(s).

7. What percentage of academic departments offer environment- or sustainability-related 
classes?

_______%



C ategory 5: Purchasing
1. Does your school have a university-wide sustainable-purchasing policy? If yes, briefly 
explain.

2. What percentage of paper used on campus is made from at least 30% postconsumer recycled 
content?

_______%

3. Does your school purchase paper that is Forest Stewardship Council–certified?

4. Does your school have a policy to purchase electronics that have E lectronic Product 
Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEA T) certification (or similar)? If yes, please describe.

5. Does your school have packaging agreements with suppliers that minimize waste? If yes, 
please describe.

6. Does your school specify in its purchasing contracts that products with energy-saving 
features be installed or delivered with these features enabled? 



C ategory 6: T ransportation
1. Does your school provide a free shuttle service around campus and town? If yes, briefly 
explain.

2. What percentage of your school’s vehicle fleet is hybrid or electric or uses sustainable 
biofuels? 

_______%

3. L ist specific steps your school has taken to promote walking and bicycling as transportation 
methods.

4. Does your school offer its students and employees incentives to carpool, take public transit, 
or use some other form of communal transportation? If yes, please describe.

5. Approximately what percentage of students commute to school in a car?

_______%

6. Approximately what percentage of faculty and staff commute to work in a car?

_______%



C ategory 7: Waste M anagement
1. What is your campus’s current waste-diversion rate (i.e., percentage of campus waste being 
diverted from landfills)?

_______%

2. Are recycling receptacles readily available throughout campus? If yes, please describe. 

3. Are recycling bins readily available at large events such as football games?

4. Does your school compost? If yes, are compost receptacles available at all or most on-
campus dining locations? Are compost receptacles available at all or most food-preparation 
facilities (i.e., cafeteria and restaurant kitchens)?

5. Does your school have a stated commitment to waste-reduction goals, such as zero waste? If 
applicable, briefly explain the plan of action.

6. Does your school administer a donation program for clothing and other used goods when 
students are moving out of campus housing? If so, are bins placed in every dormitory? 



C ategory 8: Administration
1. Is environmental sustainability part of your institution’s mission statement or guiding 
principles? If so, please provide the text or a link.

2. Does your school employ at least one person dedicated to overseeing campus environmental 
initiatives, such as a sustainability coordinator, or have a sustainability task force or committee? 
Is the coordinator position part-time or full-time?

3. Does your school have a formal policy to integrate life-cycle cost analysis into plans for 
constructing or renovating buildings? If yes, please explain. 

4. H as your school made an official commitment to reducing its impact on climate change by 
setting goals of emissions reductions by a certain date? If yes, does your school have a plan for 
achieving these reductions? If so, briefly explain the plan.

5. H as your school conducted a complete greenhouse-gas-emissions audit of its campus?

6. H as your school achieved a reduction in total annual carbon emissions? If yes, please explain 
and provide the benchmark year and percentage.



C ategory 9: F inancial Investments
1. Is all information about your school’s endowment fund publicly available? Briefly explain.

2. Does your school have an investment-responsibility committee that considers and acts on 
environmental issues? If so, provide key examples of actions it has taken.

3. Does your school have, or is it planning to implement, a formal policy that restricts or 
prohibits investments in fossil fuels? If yes, briefly explain.

4. What percentage of your school’s overall endowment is invested in companies or funds that 
further renewable energy and clean technology?

_______%



C ategory 10: O ther Initiatives
1. H ave any of your school’s students effected positive environmental change on a campus, 
state, or national level? If so, please describe. (To nominate a specific student for greater 
attention in our coverage, please email cool.schools @ sierraclub.org with his or her name, 
accomplishments, and contact information. For privacy reasons, please do not include 
students’ contact information here).

2. H ave students participated in regional or national environmental challenges or events such 
as the Solar D ecathlon or environmental design contests? If so, which events and how did they 
do?

3. H as your school set aside part of its campus as natural habitat, stipulated limited campus 
development, or enacted programs preserving its land? If so, please explain.

4. Does your school adhere to an indoor air-quality policy (e.g., the mandated use of nontoxic 
cleaning supplies or paints)? If yes, describe the policy.

5. Does your school offer outdoor- or field-based classes or academic programs? If so, please 
list and describe up to three. (To nominate a specific program for greater attention in our 
coverage, please email cool.schools @ sierraclub.org with a detailed description and the 
program coordinator’s contact information.) 

6. Does your school offer campus-sponsored, nature-based extracurricular activities to students 
and/or faculty? If yes, please list and describe up to three. 



C ategory 10: O ther Initiatives { continued }

7. What specific actions, if any, has your school taken to improve its environmental 
sustainability since spring 2010? Please list and describe.

8. U se this space to address any other unique or interesting sustainability initiatives at your 
school that have not already been mentioned:

Please save this P D F with your answers and email it to cool.schools @ sierraclub.org
no later than April 20, 2011. T hank you very much for your participation.
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	Text188: 
	Text189: 
	Text190: EcoLine is a 12.7 mile underground pipeline that delivers purified methane gas from Waste Management's nearby Turnkey Recycling and Environmental Enterprise (TREE) landfill facility in Rochester. The landfill methane gas is collected from 300 wells in the landfill, purified, and then piped to the on-campus Co-Generation Plant (COGEN). The landfill gas replaces commercial natural gas as the primary fuel in UNH’s COGEN plant. Construction on the EcoLine project began in 2007, and in April 2009 the pipeline came online to begin delivering up to 85% of the campus' energy needs. UNH is the first university in the country to use landfill gas as its primary fuel source. EcoLine cost an estimated $49 million - all internally-funded - with an anticipated payback within 10 years of the project. UNH SELLS REC's off our EcoLine landfill gas pipeline into our cogeneration plan - we don't purchase them. Even though UNH now sells RECs, we retain the rights and split the renewable non-electric energy three ways: RECs, heat for campus buildings, and surplus electricity is sold back to the grid. We use the funds generated to finance the EcoLine project and to reinvest in our revolving energy efficiency fund on campus. 

While we therefore cannot claim all of the greenhouse emissions reductions from our production and use renewable energy, we are not only lowering our energy use and associated emissions on campus, but we are selling renewable energy and therefore helping our state and region meet stated renewable energy and climate goals.

http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/climate_ed/cogen_landfillgas.html

http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/climate_ed/recs.html 
	Text191: 58
	Text192: The University of New Hampshire Planning, Design and Construction Guidelines is intended to provide general instructions to designers in the planning and preparation of construction documents, as well as general guidance to construction professionals working on projects for the University. The purpose is to ensure a minimum standard of quality, durability, consistency, maintainability, and sustainability in building and infrastructure design and construction. The University of New Hampshire has made a commitment to achieve the equivalent of “LEED” silver for new construction and major renovations, including the formal commissioning of each new project. The University Planning, Design and Construction Guidelines incorporate the University’s strategies, standards, and methodology to fulfill this commitment.  It is believed that The Guidelines alone provide the equivalent to at least a LEED basic certified level. So, each new project will be expected to develop a set of sustainable design objectives specific to that project, above and beyond what is in The Guidelines. The first LEED Gold certified building on campus, James Hall, was completed in 2010.
	Text193: 30
	Text194: Due to the high level of precipitation in Durham, NH, UNH campus grounds do not usually require irrigation. Irrigation is used mostly to maintain athletic fields. UNH uses an installed well to cover approximately 30% of the athletic field water needs and irrigates in a responsible fashion.

A member of EPA's "WaterSense" program, UNH takes several proactive approaches to conserve water. Some of the following have been utilized for several years, and others are being implemented. UNH has made several adjustments to its water systems to maximize conservation.Athletic Fields Conservation: UNH uses an installed well to cover approximately 30% of these water needs.Cogeneration Plant Conservation: The UNH combined heat and power facility - or cogeneration plant - has its water needs met (for cooling) by an on-campus well.Construction and Renovation Mandates: UNH mandates new construction or renovation in buildings to use low flow toilets, urinals, faucets, and showers. This also extends to dishwaters and cooling systems. The newest aspect has been the introduction of waterless urinals, such as those in Holloway Commons (which save 765,000 gallons of water annually) as part of UNH Dining's Local Harvest Initiative and commitment to sustainability. In addition, UNH is incorporating dual flush toilets in the DeMerritt Hall and James Hall renovation projects.Education of the Campus Community: UNH educates everyone on campus to not waste water by turning off faucets, reporting leaks and drips in sinks, showers, and toilets to Residence Hall Directors or to UNH Facilities Maintenance at 862-1437, and to not dump anything down sewer drains or kitchen and bathroom sinks. Students are encouraged to only wash full loads of clothes - and to wash with lukewarm or cold water, not hot, to turn off the water while brushing their teeth, to take shorter showers, etc.Meter calibrations: The master meters at the Durham water treatment plant (WTP) are calibrated bi-annualy whereas the the American Water Works Association (AWWA) regulates only once per year. The building meters are checked via monthly readings. Should a meter be 15% above or below a running average, it is investigated. If there are no apparent reasons (construction, occupancy, etc.) for this change, the meter is calibrated (up to 2 inches). A meter must have no more than a 5% error to be reutilized. Meters over 2 inches are scheduled on a rotating basis to be calibrated by a qualified service technician; usually 5-8 meters are calibrated annually. The latest innovation is automatic meter reading (AMR). AMR is being phased in to all meters on campus, not just water meters, in order to be more efficient in the reading process and to allow for instantaneous readings, thus giving a quicker indication of meter discrepancies.Water Treatment Plant Conservation: At the Durham water treatment plant (WTP), clean water is used to backwash (clean) the filters; much of this water is reclaimed by injecting the spent water back into the treatment train to be processed again.
	Text195: 75
	Text196: UNH does use LED lighting. Light sensors are used in over 75% of campus buildings ranging from occupancy sensors in office, bathrooms, classrooms, etc to daylighting controls that reduce light output based on incoming natural light through windows.  Our occupancy standard is Wattstopper brand sensors and other systems have been utilized to control corridors, daylighting, and A/V controls such as Lutron and Square D. More information is available in Section 16510 and Section 16530 of Design Standards. More information can be found in the University of New Hampshire Construction and Renovation Standards - Section 16510 Interior Luminaries

Choice of fixtures are made with the following considerations: 
a. Energy efficiency and sound rating 
b. Quality of lighting 
c. Ease of installation and installation flexibility 
d. Ease of maintenance 
e. Suitability for the specific application 
f. Replacement parts availability 
g. Consideration of potential abuse 

UNH has also moved away from exterior metal halide fixtures and has identified LED replacements as the new exterior fixture of choice.  We are already using them in walkway, street, and building exterior fixtures.

More information can be found at http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/climate_ed/sustainablebuildings.html or www.energy.unh.edu
	Text197: 50
	Text198: The University System of New Hampshire (USNH) includes a Sustainability Statement (Appendix A) in all RFP's requesting products with Energy Star™ ratings. Only the dollars spent on ENERGY STAR copiers were tracked by USNH Purchasing & Contract Services.  Records show total dollars spent on Energy Star copiers annually was $514,855.36  (100%).

Most ENERGY STAR products are under $25,000 and therefore individual departments and offices can buy them on their institutional credit cards (called "p-cards"), which are not tracked centrally. For non-centrally tracked purchases done by individual departments and offices, the UNH Energy Task Force put out an Energy Efficient Product Standard (in compliance with the UNH Energy Office's Purchasing Guidance) in 2006: http://www.unh.edu/etf/energyefficientproductstandard.html

Appendix A:
Sustainability Statement included in University System of New Hampshire (includes UNH) RFP (request for proposal) documents:USNH and  __________ (enter department name) strive to conduct business in a sustainable and energy efficient manner.  This is an effort to balance economic priorities with environmental health and human health.  USNH will, when economically feasible, do business with companies that can further our sustainable objectives.  We are interested in receiving environmental mission statements or information about any programs or policies that have to do with sustainable issues.  These programs or policies can be, but are not limited to, reducing, reusing and recycling resources, disposal of organic and other solid waste, conservation efforts in regards to transportation, energy and water, disposal of hazardous waste, and/or giving back to the community.  USNH also prefers to purchase items with Energy Star™ ratings.  If applicable, please include, as part of your proposal, any pertinent information in reference to any sustainable and/or energy efficient practices and products offered by your Firm.
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	Check Box204: Yes
	Text205: 100
	Text206: UNH submeters every building for its consumption of electricity, natural gas, domestic cold water, hot water heat, steam heat, chilled water cooling.  We capture heat and cooling meters through our central energy management system. The 600 meters are manually read each month, while a radio metering system captures the readings real-time and displays to the public via the web: http://energy.sr.unh.edu/graph/
	Check Box207: 
	Check Box208: Yes
	Text209: 100
	Text210: UNH submeters every building for its consumption of electricity, natural gas, domestic cold water, hot water heat, steam heat, chilled water cooling.  We capture heat and cooling meters through our central energy management system. The 600 meters are manually read each month, while a radio metering system captures the readings real-time and displays to the public via the web: http://energy.sr.unh.edu/graph/
	Text211: 22.3
	Text212: Approximately 22% of Dining's budget is spent on items grown, processed, or manufactured locally and regionally (within a 250 mile radius of UNH): http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/fas/LHvendors.html
	Text213: 2.2
	Text214: UNH Dining Services serves many USDA-certified organic foods, some of which are also local, including vegetables from the UNH Organic Garden Club, Grandy Oats Granola, H.P. Hood and Stonyfield Farm yogurt.
	Text215: Local fish and seafood are often served for the annual Local Harvest Day breakfasts, lunches and dinners in all dining halls.
	Text216: <1% is spend on all cafeteria meat purchases per year, and 2.2 million meals are served each year. 
	Text217: Dining Services offers labeled vegetarian and/ or vegan options at every meal on a daily basis in each of the three dining halls. Eight entrees per lunch and dinner are served at each dining hall. Students can also go online to view the daily menu for each dining hall, which includes a vegan category.
	Text218: Yes, however the UNH Ecosystem Task Force is researching and discussing a variety of water conservation policies and practices for the university, including a discussion of bottled water. UNH has also already installed a number of hydration stations across campus in central locations so the campus community can easily refill reusable water bottles. There is one hydration station in the the student Memorial Union Building (MUB) next to the theaters. There are nine hydration stations in residence halls on campus—Stoke 401,501,601, Jessie Doe 3rd floor, Alexander 3rd floor, Lord 3rd floor, Gibbs 3rd floor, Hunter ground floor, and E-Heart ground floor. Water bottles saved to date include from a few of these hydration stations include: 
Gibbs Hall: 4597
Hunter Hall: 3079
	Text219: Yes, there is a Organic Garden Club student group with a farm located on the UNH main campus. The mission of the OGC is to cultivate a campus-community organic farm focused on promoting social, economic, and environmental sustainability.
	Text220: All UNH sustainability focused, related and relevant academic programs are listed at http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/curricula.html. Programs include but are not limited to: Dual Major in Ecogastronmy, Undergraduate Dual Major in Sustainability (In Development), Natural Resources & Earth System Sciences Ph.D., Sustainable Living Minor,
Sustainable Microenterprise and Development Program (SMDP) Certificate, Development Policy & Practice MA, Sustainability Politics & Policy Certificate, Environmental Conservation Studies Major and Minor, Environmental Education MA, Environmental Engineering Major, 
Environmental Horticulture (2-Year and 4-Year) Major, Environmental & Resource Economics Major and Minor, MA and Ph.D., Environmental Sciences Major, Earth Sciences Major, Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems Major
	Text221: Yes. Courses include but are not limited to: Energy and the Environment, Ecohydrology, Coastal Environmental Engineering and Processes, Geo-Environmental Engineering, Environmental Engineering, and more.
	Text222: Yes. See http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/curricula.html.
	Text223: Tom Kelly, Ph.D., is the founding director of UNH's endowed sustainability program and the UNH Chief Sustainability Officer. Dr. Kelly collaborates with faculty, staff, students and others in the development of curriculum, operations, research and engagement policies, practices and initiatives related to UNH's four educational initiatives in biodiversity, climate, culture, and food. Co-editor and co-author of "The Sustainable Learning Community: One University's Journey to the Future" (2009), Dr. Kelly has been working in the field of higher education and sustainable development for more than fifteen years in the US as well as Colombia and Brazil. Current activities include working with UNH colleagues and outside partners on the UNH organic dairy research farm, Food Solutions New England, Carbon Solutions New England, the Ecology, Climate and Health Working Group, and more. A founding member of the Northeast Campus Sustainability Consortium working to coordinate activities in New England for the United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development and a past guest director of the National Association of College & University Food Services (NACUFS) Board of Directors, he currently serves on advisory or steering committees and councils for the Real Food Challenge, the Northeast Sustainable Agriculture Working Group, the Community, Food and Agriculture Program at Cornell University, the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE), and NHPTV's "Planet Granite." On campus, Dr. Kelly chairs the UNH Sustainability Academy Collaborative Council and participates in the Provost's Staff Council, Energy Task Force, Transportation Policy Committee, Healthy UNH, Ecosystem Task Force, UNH Lands Committee, Concerts Committee, and more. Dr. Kelly was a co-principal investigator on the INHALE project, a NOAA-funded research effort by the UNH Climate Change Research Center in collaboration with the UNH College of Health and Human Services to investigate the effects of climate variability, air quality, and weather on human health in New England, a visiting scholar at the Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies at the University of California San Diego, and a visiting professor of transboundary environmental issues in the U.S.-Mexican borderlands at El Colegio de Mexico, Mexico DF.  In addition to an undergraduate and master's degree in musical composition and conducting, he holds a master's degree and a Ph.D. in International Relations from the Tufts University Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy. Tom won a 2007 UNH Presidential Award of Excellence. 

Dr. Joanne Burke is the UNHSA Food & Society Initiative (FAS) Faculty Fellow. A Clinical Assistant Professor in Nutrition (UNH College of Life Sciences & Agriculture) and Director of the UNH Dietetic Internship Program, as FAS Faculty Fellow Dr. Burke advances activities across curriculum, operations, research and engagement (CORE) in sustainable food systems -- work that integrates with and complements the College of Life Science’s and Agriculture organizing focus in Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems. This work includes directing Food Solutions New England (FSNE) in partnership with the UNHSA and the FSNE Advisory Committee, working on the design and execution of a Spring 2011 regional food summit sponsored by UNHSA, working with the FSNE Graduate Student and the UNH Dietetic Interns to advance an UNH Engaged Scholars Academy project called “Voices in the Field” (research on food security and access), and sitting on the UNHSA Collaborative Council to help guide the direction of FAS and the UNHSA as a whole. Dr. Burke's scholarship focuses on community and public health nutrition education, food security, food and nutrition practices, and the integration of research into the dietetics and nutrition curriculum.  Dr. Burke won a 2011 Faculty Award from the UNH President's Commission on the Status of Women.

Dr. Cameron Wake is the UNHSA Climate Education Initiative (CEI) Faculty Fellow. A Research Associate Professor in Glaciology/Environmental Chemistry (UNH Institute for the Study of Earth, Oceans and Space and the College of Engineering & Physical Sciences' Department of Earth Sciences) and Director of Carbon Solutions New England (CSNE), as CEI Faculty Fellow Dr. Wake advances activities across curriculum, operations, research and engagement (CORE) in climate and energy. This work includes directing Carbon Solutions New England (CSNE), participating in the NH Energy & Climate Collaborative, and sitting on the UNHSA Collaborative Council and the UNH Energy Task Force to help guide the direction of CEI and the UNHSA as a whole. Dr. Wake directs an active research program investigating regional climate and environmental change through the analysis of ice cores, and instrumental and phonological records. Currently he is leading research programs to assess the impact of climate change in New England and to reconstruct climate change from ice cores recovered from glaciers on the Tibetan Plateau and in the Arctic. He is also an author on over 60 papers published in the peer-reviewed scientific literature, including authorship on a series of papers and reports detailing the impact of climate change in the Northeast US. Dr. Wake received the 2010 UNH Excellence in Public Service Award.

Dr. Stephen Trzaskoma is the UNHSA Culture & Sustainability Initiative (CAS) Faculty Fellow. An Associate Professor in Classics (UNH College of Liberal Arts) and Coordinator of the UNH Classics Program, as CAS Faculty Fellow Dr. Trzaskoma advances activities across curriculum, operations, research and engagement (CORE) in culture and sustainability. One of the hallmarks of UNH's sustainability efforts has always been an insistent interdisciplinarity and an unusually inclusive framework. Sustainability at UNH has never been a simple matter of saving energy or preserving an endangered species or trying to address climate change. As important as these issues are, they are merely individual facets of a larger intellectual project, and at UNH the goal has been to contextualize them all together by using perspectives and methods developed not only in the expected places—the physical and biological sciences—but also in the social sciences, the humanities, and the fine arts. In fact, UNH's starting point has not been that the Liberal Arts can contribute to these conversations, but that the Liberal Arts must contribute to them. As such, Dr. Trzaskoma's work as the UNHSA Culture & Sustainability Faculty Fellow centers on bringing the Liberal Arts more strongly into guiding the development of UNH's Culture & Sustainability Initiative and UNHSA as a whole, and over the course of 2010-2011 he will be leading conversations with faculty across the humanities and social sciences to help inform this work. He also sits on the UNHSA Collaborative Council. Dr. Trzaskoma's scholarship focuses on ancient prose fiction, mythography, Imperial Greek culture, teaching of classical languages.Dr. Trzaskoma received the 2010 UNH Outstanding Associate Professor Award.

Dr. Nancy Kinner conducts research in the main areas of bioremediation of contaminated subsurface environments and more generally, environmental microbiology. She is a member of the Environmental Research Group (ERG) at UNH and has conducted research on wastewater biofilm microbiology, the role of protists in subsurface contaminant degradation, and petroleum and chlorinated solvent bioremediation. She has also conducted research on enhanced bioremediation of oil-contaminated salt marshes the effects of acclimation and cold temperatures on bioventing of soils contaminated with No. 2 fuel oil, and MtBE distribution in Paugus Bay, N.H. Dr. Kinner is the Co-Director of the Coastal Response Research Center. The Center is a partnership between the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Office of Response and Restoration (ORR) and the University of New Hampshire (UNH). The goal of the Center is to reduce the consequences of spills and other hazards that threaten coastal environments and communities by conducting research, developing new response and restoration methods, and transferring technology to practitioners. It serves as a hub for local, national and international oil spill communities. The mission of the Center is to: 1) conduct and oversee basic and applied research on spill response and restoration; 2) transform research results into practice; 3) conduct outreach and encourage strategic partnerships to improve preparedness and response; and 4) educate the next generation of the oil spill community.Dr. Kinner is the UNH Co-Director of the Coastal Response Research Center (CRRC) which is a funded partnership with the National Ocianic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Dr. Kinner has also received funding from USEPA, the National Science Foundation, the American Water Works Association Research Foundation, the Cooperative Institute for Coastal and Estuarine Environmental Technologies, and the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services. In Fall 1996 and 1997, Dr. Kinner took sabbatical leave to conduct research on protists at the U.S. Geological Survey (Boulder, CO) and bedrock bioremediation at the Swedish Geotechnical Institute (Link`ping, Sweden), respectively. The latter was funded by a Fulbright Fellowship. She was a member of the National Academy of Sciences Committee on the Risk of Radon in Drinking Water. Dr. Kinner currently serves as an advisor to the State of New Hampshire on hazardous waste bioremediation and is a member of the State's Waste Management Council. She is also a member of the editorial board of Microbial Ecology and of ASCE, WEF, AWWA, IAWQ, AEESP and ASM.
	Text224: UNH is nationally recognized as a Sustainable Learning Community - a land grant, sea grant, and space grant university that pursues sustainability across its Curriculum, Operations, Research, and Engagement (CORE). For more information go to http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu. Below are a few examples of research centers/departments on campus:• Joint Hydrographic Center (JHC) / Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping (CCOM) • Cooperative Institute for Coastal and Estuarine Environmental Technology (CICEET)  • Northeast Consortium (cooperative research projects involving commercial fishermen and vessels)  • Center for Coastal Ocean Observation and Analysis (COOA) • Atmospheric Investigations of Regional Models of Prediction (AIRMAP)  • Cooperative Institute for Northeast Mariculture (CINEMar)  • Coastal Response Research Center (CRRC) • Targeted Wind Sensing Program • New Hampshire Sea Grant • Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve Monitoring  • Institute for the Study of Earth, Oceans and Space (includes Complex Systems, Climate Change Research Center, etc.)• Carsey Institute• Environmental Research Group (engineering, Stormwater Research Center)• Carbon Solutions New England• Food Solutions New England
	Text225: UNH students must complete Discovery Program general education requirements to graduate from any UNH undergraduate program. Students must take one course from each of the following categories: Biological Science (BS), Physical Science (PS), Fine and Performing Arts (FPA),Humanities (HUMA), Historical Perspectives (HP), World Cultures (WC), Social Science (SS), and Environment, Technology and Society (ETS).

Environment, Technology, and Society (ETS): The exponential growth of the sciences and engineering has bred an equally dramatic growth in technological advances. From the flint arrowhead to the latest communication, device or weapon, human beings have been inventing things and transforming their lives, their societies, and their environments as they do. But they seldom foresee all the transformations and consequences their inventions bring about. This category stresses the interplay between at least two of these three realms: environment, technology and society. Topics might include, but are not limited to, the history of a particular kind of technology (such as transport, fuel, writing, or weaponry), how technological change comes about in general, the scientific and/or social bases for a given technology, its impact for good or ill on human society and the natural environment, the effects of a changing environment on the arts and literature, and/or the ethical questions these topics raise.

http://www.unh.edu/discovery/program-requirements-overview
	Text226: 58
	Text227: 
	Text228: University of New Hampshire is part of the University System of New Hampshire (USNH). USNH includes a Sustainability Statement in all Requests for Proposals (RFPs) that clearly displays UNH's commitment to purchase from sustainably-minded companies.Sustainability Statement included in University System of New Hampshire (includes UNH) RFP (request for proposal) documents:USNH and  __________ (enter department name) strive to conduct business in a sustainable and energy efficient manner.  This is an effort to balance economic priorities with environmental health and human health.  USNH will, when economically feasible, do business with companies that can further our sustainable objectives.  We are interested in receiving environmental mission statements or information about any programs or policies that have to do with sustainable issues.  These programs or policies can be, but are not limited to, reducing, reusing and recycling resources, disposal of organic and other solid waste, conservation efforts in regards to transportation, energy and water, disposal of hazardous waste, and/or giving back to the community.  USNH also prefers to purchase items with Energy Star™ ratings.  If applicable, please include, as part of your proposal, any pertinent information in reference to any sustainable and/or energy efficient practices and products offered by your Firm.

The UNH Energy Task Force as part of UNH's Climate Action Plan (WildCAP) has also institued a voluntary but strongly encouraged ENERGY STAR purchasing policy and EPEAT computer/monitor policy for all departments and offices on campus.
	Text229: 76
	Text230: The expenditure amounts above are ONLY for those done centrally through USNH Purchasing and Contract Services, which is just a small % of paper purchases paper and supplies. Most departments and offices use purchasing credit cards or "p-cards," and it is difficult to centrally track expenditures on these, including the amount of paper purchased as each department is responsible for acquiring their own. However, UNH promotes buying preferable paper and these types of practices are  discussed when staff are issued p-cards (purchasing cards) as well as other ethical policies that are involved. UNH Printing Services also offers recycled paper options: http://www.printing.unh.edu/
	Text231: UNH's departments and offices can purchase Forest Stewardship Council-certified paper options through the university sytem's contract with OfficeMax Solutions.
	Text232: Yes. All computers purchased through the University System of New Hampshire (USNH) Purchasing Department are to be EPEAT silver or gold certified. In addition, the UNH Computer Store has contracts with Dell and Apple for resale of computers. All computers stocked by the UNH Computer Store are EPEAT silver (all Dells) or gold (all Apple) certified. 

In addition, in Spring 2010 the Energy Task Force followed up on recommended policies set forth by WildCAP (UNH's Climate Action Plan) describing UNH's commitment to the EPEAT Purchasing Requirements in accordance with the American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment (ACUPCC). This policy has been in place since 2006 as "strongly recommended"  but became policy July 1, 2010.  At present, compliance cannot be enforced for purchases made by departments via purchasing cards ("P-Cards"), but there is a strong understanding that there is such a policy in place. 
	Text233: UNH Housekeeping currently purchases Green Seal® certified neutral/all-purpose floor and wall scrubbing cleaners, disinfectants, glass cleaners, carpet cleaners, and pre-spray and extraction shampoos. Also, UNH uses only bulk condiment dispensers in our dining halls.  Bulk dispensers are used in our retail(to-go) units for coffee cream, sugar, honey, condiments and such.  "We are always trying to reduce packaging whenever possible", says Jon Plodzik, Director of Dining University Hospitality Services.Under UNH's Integrated Waste Management Group, staff across campus are working to lower UNH's overall waste rate while upping recycling and proper disposal of waste: http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/biodiv_ed/wasteprocess.html#offices. UNH is part of EPA's Waste Wise program.The Office of Environmental Health and Safety, which oversees regulated waste on campus, has policies and practices in place to minimize hazardous, radiological, biological, and other regulated waste, including a forthcoming e-waste policy and new contracted vendor: http://www.unh.edu/ehs/index.htm
	Text234: Yes.
	Text235: The University offers free transit service to faculty, staff and students.  Two systems are operating offering transit opportunities in Durham and to the surrounding communities.  University Transportation Services  offers a number of on-campus shuttles as well as five off-campus transit routes (two Dover routes, two Portsmouth/Newington routes and one Newmarket route; a new route to Rochester will be offered starting in 2011). The University’s transportation system is the largest in the state of New Hampshire. Campus Connector: Free, on-campus shuttle system is open to all in UNH Durham community (including community members). More than half of this fleet  runs on compressed natural gas (CNG).Wildcat Transit: Off campus transit system that is free to UNH ID holders and $1.50 for general public access throughout the week and weekends. Handicap accessible with bike racks for use on all buses, Wildcat Transit connects the UNH community with surrounding communities and other transit hubs such as the Dover Transportation Center.  Wildcat Transit also offers a guaranteed ride home program for transit riders during the academic year. UNH continues to grow its transit offerings, especially into the densest travel routes and off-campus housing areas used by UNH faculty, staff, and students. The service is operated without federal operating assistance.There are also options on campus for public transportation to the surrounding region, from Boston, MA to Portland, ME.
	Text236: 29
	Text237: Electric, non-plug-in hybrid vehicles in the institution’s fleet: 10

Plug-in hybrid vehicles in the institution’s fleet: 3

100 percent electric vehicles in the institution’s fleet: 10

Vehicles in the institution’s fleet that are fueled with B20 or higher biofuel for more than 6 months of the year: 56 

On-road LD vehicles: 10

On-road HD vehicles using compressed natural gas (CNG): 7

http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/climate_ed/transportation.html
	Text238: The UNH Campus Master Plan (2004) describes how “appropriate bicycle and pedestrian design elements will be integrated into new streetscapes and the Main Street redesigns." Recent reconstructions of the main arterial through campus included the incorporation of full bike lanes and expanded bike racks on core campus. In 2010, a further expansion, Main Street West, integrated bike lanes and an off-road shared bike/pedestrian recreational trail into a one-mile corridor connecting core and west campuses. In addition, the University will continue to work with the “state of New Hampshire, Durham, and regional partners to develop safe and effective bicycle routes to and from campus (Campus Master Plan).”  As core streets are resurfaced and reconstructed bike lanes are integrated with reduced vehicle travel lane widths to decrease vehicle speeds and increase bicycle/pedestrian safety.

UNH University Transportation Services have two bike programs in place, Cat Cycles and Blue Bikes. UNH Students, faculty, and staff of the University are eligible to participate in these programs. The Cat Cycles program allows individuals to sign out a bike for your exclusive short-term use. The Blue Bikes program gives UNH departments the opportunity to purchase a quality bike ideal for campus use.
	Text239: Commuters with a parking pass that choose to carpool can register with Transportation Services for a carpool pass (no additional charge) to have special access to a convenient, reserved parking area within Lot C. The carpool section of Lot C offers 50 of the closest parking spaces to the student union (Memorial Union Building). Thus, the incentive is that carpoolers have a dedicated reserved section in the heart of campus, close to Campus Connector stops, at no charge. Otherwise, Lot C is available for short-term parking, at an hourly rate of $1, up to three hours maximum from 6:00 am to 6:00 pm. Carpoolers are free of these limitations. 
	Text240: 35-40
	Text241: 
	Text242: 85
	Text243: 
	Text244: 57
	Text245: 
	Text246: The UNH recycling program is continually growing and expanding. UNH has both indoor and outdoor recycling bins and signs in every building and all over campus, and more are added as feasible. UNH Facilities, who manage UNH's recycling program, supplies recycling bins and recycling signs in every building on campus, and they have given information to all RAs on campus to help them educate others about recycling. Every dormitory room is provided with a blue recycling bin. For more information, see http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/biodiv_ed/wastemanagement.html.
	Text247: Yes, in fact UNH Athletics has recognized the inherent opportunity of their events to promote recycling and broader sustainability efforts. In 2009 and 2010 the home opener football game and/or games with rival UMASS were themed "Go Green with the Wildcats" and featured staff and student volunteers with signs directing fans to recycle, announcements during the game highlighted sustainability efforts at UNH, and Wildcat corporate partners such as the Green Alliance staffed tables at the event displaying their products and services. More information can be obtained in a press release for the event at http://www.unh.edu/news/cj_nr/2009/aug/bp19greencats.cfm. Similar efforts have been done with UNH Hockey: http://www.seacoastonline.com/articles/20100305-BIZ-3050395
	Text248: UNH University Hospitality Services collects between 25,000 - 40,000 lbs. of pre-consumer and post-consumer food waste per month. All UNH dining - Holloway Commons, Stillings, Philbrook, Huddleston, and the Memorial Union Building have installed food-waste pulpers to pulverize food waste into very small pieces and to extract liquid. The result is a dry paste-like material that composts quickly due to increased surface area, thereby increasing the speed with which the food waste decomposes which eliminates the problem of odor. The University Hospitality Services staff load buckets of waste onto their compost truck and take them out to Kingman Farm for composting. 100% of UNH Dining Halls run pre-consumer food waste composting programs. The total amount of pre-consumer food waste composted material is unknown, but combined with post-consumer food waste composted material totaled 92 tons in FY09. http://www.colsa.unh.edu/aes/facilities/UNH%20compost%20operation
	Text249: UNH's Integrated Waste Management Group (IWMG) is comprised of UNH faculty, staff and students working together to evaluate, integrate and improve UNH's approach to waste management -- including  waste minimization and reduction, reuse, composting and recycling.Main Goals:*Analyze the solid waste streams at UNH and propose strategies for waste minimization.*Centralize and strengthen data collection in regard to campus waste stream.*Organize UNH's participation in Recyclemania as part of the university's commitments under the American College & University Presidents' Climate Commitment (ACUPCC).*Prioritize the waste streams to be reduced.*Formulate programs for waste minimization.*Facilitate participation in national tracking and assessment programs, such as STARS (Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating System).http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/biodiv_ed/wastemanagement.htmlMore info: http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/wasteprocess.html#iwmg
	Text250: http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/moveout.html

UNH has instituted many strategic activities to reduce the amount of waste produced on campus. Recycle Everything New & Used (RENU) is a volunteer-run program started at UNH by a student in 2002. The Ecological Advocates student organization now facilitates RENU. In 2009, RENU collected a total of 2,220 lbs of clothes and shoes for Planet Aid by placing collection boxes throughout campus dormitories. Students use these boxes to discard nonperishable foods and unwanted clothing. RENU donated 20 boxes of food of a variety of types with an average weight of 25 pounds per box and a total of 500 pounds to the Cornucopia Food Pantry in Durham. Recent years have seen as much as 4,800 pounds of food collected. Kitchen items are also donated to the Good Will in nearby Dover.

For more information on RENU:
http://unh.edu/news/campusjournal/2008/May/28renu.cfm
http://www.unh.edu/news/campusjournal/2007/May/23trash.cfm
http://unh.edu/news/campusjournal/2007/Sep/05haiti.cfm

UNH Trash 2 Treasure:  In an effort to reduce UNH’s impact on landfills, the UNH Student Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC) will be initiating a new program called Trash 2 Treasure (T2T) in spring 2011.  SEAC, a student organization, will be collecting all of the stuff that students throw away each year, storing it all over the summer, and then holding a large 3-day yard sale during move-in weekend to sell it all back to students. The goal is to create a sustainable program where we will be able to run the program next year with the money made at the yard sale. http://unh.edu/trash2treasure/index.html
	Text251: The 2010 UNH Strategic Plan, "The University of New Hampshire in 2020: Breaking Silos, Transforming Lives, Reimagining the University," recognizes the interdisciplinary nature of sustainability. The Plan describes the formation of a Sustainability "Academy" that extends the University’s innovative and collaborative work in sustainability for both on- and off-campus audiences through programming that focuses on the challenges and opportunities of sustainability that lie at the intersection of the sciences, humanities, and engineering. http://www.unh.edu/strategicplanning/ten-initiatives-interdisciplinary-schools-and-academies

Formerly the University Office of Sustainability, the Sustainability Academy (renamed in Fall 2010) was originally formed in 1997 and is the oldest endowed sustainability program in US higher education. The Academy guides UNH's commitment to sustainability: www.sustainableunh.unh.edu
	Text252: UNH is home to the oldest endowed sustainability program in US higher education. Founded in 1997, the UNH Sustainability Academy has six full-time staff, one part-time staff, and numerous graduate and undergraduate interns each academic year.Dr. Tom Kelly is the first director of the UNH Sustainability Academy (UNHSA)  and added the Chief Sustainability Officer title to his work  in July 2007. This position is an academic administrator position -- the highest level at UNH. The UNHSA collaborates with a number of sustainability-related and focused task forces, committees and organizations across campus. In addition, the UNHSA is guided by a cross-campus UNHSA is guided by a cross-campus Collaborative Council. UNHSA staff, along with graduate and undergraduate fellows, provide support for the UNHSA Collaborative Council, while UNHSA faculty fellows provide leadership in the key programmatic areas of biodiversity, climate, food and culture through participation on related task forces and on the Collaborative Council. Energy and Ecosystem Task Forces currently provide information and guidence to the Collaborative Council and to the UNH President and Provost directly; task forces in food and culture are under development.
	Text253: The University of New Hampshire Planning, Design and Construction Guidelines is intended to provide general instructions to designers in the planning and preparation of construction documents, as well as general guidance to construction professionals working on projects for the University.  The purpose is to ensure a minimum standard of quality, durability, consistency, maintainability, and sustainability in building and infrastructure design and construction. The University of New Hampshire has made a commitment to achieve the equivalent of “LEED” silver for new construction and major renovations, including the formal commissioning of each new project. The University Planning, Design and Construction Guidelines incorporate the University’s strategies, standards, and methodology to fulfill this commitment.  It is believed that The Guidelines alone provide the equivalent to at least a LEED basic certified level. So, each new project will be expected to develop a set of sustainable design objectives specific to that project, above and beyond what is in The Guidelines. http://www.unh.edu/ecd/design_standards/design_standards.html
	Text254: UNH was the first New England land grant University to sign the American College & University Presidents' Climate Committment in February 2007. The Wildcat Climate Action Plan (WildCAP) sets goals of greenhouse gas reductions of 50% by 2020 and 80% by 2050 (measured against a 1990 baseline), and on the road to carbon neutrality by 2100. In addition, the Energy Task Force (ETF) is actively pursuing 25+ recommended projects within WildCAP including revisions of University policies, improving vehicle fleet management, and more. WildCAP can be accessed online at http://www.unh.edu/etf/wildcap.html and http://acupcc.aashe.org/ghg/886/
	Text255: In the winter of 2000, the University Office of  Sustainability (UOS) partnered with Clean Air-Cool Planet (CA-CP) to develop a greenhouse gas emission inventory that adapted national and international inventory methodologies to the unique scale and character of a university community. Using the inventory tool, UNH's greenhouse gas emissions were documented for the years 1990 through 2000. UOS and CP partnered again to improve the calculator (creating version 4.1) and its associated support materials, including an updated user guide and a list of frequently asked questions. Thousands of institutions have downloaded the calculator, and it is the recommended tool for the American College & University Presidents Climate Commitment.  UNH is committed to updating its greenhouse gas emissions inventory series regularly in order to comply with the American University and College Presidents Climate Commitment, capture institutional progress in greenhouse gas emissions reductions, and inform the decision-making of the university, especially that of the UNH Energy Task Force. The 2008-2009 UNH Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory was completed in fall 2010 and can be found at: http://acupcc.aashe.org/ghg/886/
	Text256: Yes. UNH reduced its GHGE MTCDE by approximately 13% in 2009 over 2005 levels. We also generated 2,276 MTCDE in off-site, institution-catalyzed carbon offsets generated in 2005.  NOTE: UNH SELLS REC's off our EcoLine landfill gas pipeline into our cogeneration plan. We use the funds to finance the EcoLine project and to reinvest in our revolving energy efficiency fund on campus. 

http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/climate_ed/cogen_landfillgas.html

http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/climate_ed/recs.html

By using processed landfill gas as the primary fuel for the campus co-generation plant, campus reliance on non-renewable fossil-based fuels has been reduced by more than half,  a reduction that is expected to grow over time. This system has physically changed the way campus energy is provided and is a system that will serve the campus for several decades.
As part of the strategy for financing the major capital investment necessary to create this system, the University has chosen to sell Renewable Energy Certificates (REC’s) into the New England compliance market. This market, created by the Renewable Portfolio Standards legislation adopted by each state, stimulates the creation of renewable energy projects such as the UNH landfill gas system by providing a source of funding. The benefit to the purchaser of the REC’s, normally electric utilities, is that they are able to comply with RPS requirements for the percentage of total electric power sold that is generated from renewable sources if they do not have such generating capacity in their system. Thus an entrepreneur or institution such as UNH is better able to make an investment in a renewable energy system.  However, the sale of the REC’s also transfers the right to claim the benefit of the environmental attributes.  Therefore, using the simple metric of GHG reductions is misleading in cases such as UNH where a significant investment has been made that physically changes the campus infrastructure, yet for the immediate future, the GHG reduction cannot be claimed.  Conversely, in the voluntary REC market, credits can be purchased on a year by year or other short-term basis at relative nominal cost to provide a paper offset to continuing practices of using non-renewable energy sources. 
	Text257: UNH Foundation endowment holdings, with a breakdown by asset allocation and performance, are available to the public via the UNH Foundation website at foundation.unh.edu. Records are available to the public upon request; information is provided in person at the UNH Foundation, Inc., Elliott Alumni Center location on the UNH Durham campus, and online. Online information can be found at:

http://www.foundation.unh.edu/about/annualreport.html
http://www.foundation.unh.edu/about/investment.html   
http://www.foundation.unh.edu/honor-roll-donors

The University System of New Hampshire (USNH) also produces a report that summarizes the asset allocation (listing all the various mutual funds within each category) and performance over the prior year for both the USNH-held funds and the UNH Foundation-held funds. Reports are accessible via the USNH and UNH websites.
	Text258: Not currently, though the UNH Sustainability Academy and UNH Advancement work closely together and continue discussing next steps on advancing sustainability and investment at UNH.
	Text259: Not currently, though the UNH Sustainability Academy and UNH Advancement work closely together and continue discussing next steps on advancing sustainability and investment at UNH.
	Text260: 3
	Text261: As of July 2009, part of UNHF’s endowment is being invested in Vanguard Energy Fund Investor Shares, which invests in common stocks of U.S. and foreign companies engaged in the production, transmission, control, or research of energy sources, including newer sources such as geothermal, nuclear, and solar. 
	Text262: -Student Ross Seavey interned in 2009 at the Environmental Protection Agency working on EPA’s role in the effort to develop serious greenhouse gas regulation for the US. -Student Laura Carpenter followed up on an active learning project in a political science seminar (international environmental politics) to get a bill through the NH legislature that legalized and set out guidelines for NH property owners to install wind turbines on residential property. Governor Lynch signed the bill into law in 2008. More here: http://www.unh.edu/news/cj_nr/2008/July/lw23law.cfm-Erin Thesing ('10) was president of the student group Ecological Advocates, as well as the College Democrats. She also was selected to serve on a national panel of experts to choose the winning health care reform video in a contest sponsored by Organizing for America (OFA), the grassroots organization that works to continue the goals of Barack Obama's presidential campaign. She helped develop the Hopkington, NH "Green" Committee and was a NH representative at the Democratic National Convention in 2008.-Dovev Levine is researching and writing about the role of university leadership in US climate politics. His work has been published in books and articles alongside UNH professors, and he attended the Copenhagen Climate Change negotiations as an observer: http://unh.edu/news/campusjournal/2010/Jan/13climate.cfm-There is a continuous cadre of UNH students who intern and work at Clean Air-Cool Planet. http://www.cleanair-coolplanet.org-The UNH Sustainability Academy routinely hires undergraduate and graduate student interns to conduct research, as well as maintain student outreach and communications in sustainability.-The UNH Climate Action Plan (nicknamed WildCAP in recognition of our mascott, the Wildcat) was developed in part by recommendations from students. The ESCI 405 course, "Global Environmental Change" significantly immersed students in developing policy recommendations and analysis for the University as part of their course. Ross Seavey and Erin Thesing were but two of such students involved in formulating WildCAP.- Gradaute students Matt Magnusson and Matt Frades were instrumental in Carbon Solutions New England (CSNE) for policy assessment for climate change in the state of New Hampshire and the ultimate formation of the New Hampshire Climate Action Plan.  Matt and graduate student Amy Redman are also active researchers under Food Solutions New England:  http://foodsolutionsne.sr.unh.edu/- UNH undergraduates Charlotte Todd, Thomas Zakarian and Chris Keeley have been lead data collectors in helping UNH pilot STARS and then become a STARS Charter Participant: http://www.aashes.org/stars-Undergraduate Sarah Jacobson founded the UNH Slow Food chapter in 2009, (www.unhslowfood.com) which promotes sustainable farming practices, and educates students about choosing to support food and agriculture that is "good, clean, and fair."  Sarah organizes film screenings and guest speakers on campus, and recruits students for projects such as collecting locally grown food for the Cornucopia Food Pantry.  As a participant in the UNH Sustainability Internship Program (SIP), Sarah interned at Seacoast Eat Local.   - Former UNH graduate student Chris Skoglund, who now works on climate and energy issues for the NH Dept. of Environmental Services, started UNH's annual Student Energy Waste Watch Challenge: http://www.unh.edu/etf/challenge.html. He also helped lead the development of the State of NH's climate action plan: http://www.des.state.nh.us/organization/divisions/air/tsb/tps/climate/action_plan/nh_climate_action_plan.htm 

- UNH students involved in the Student Environmental Action Coalition in 2011 founded UNH Trash-2-Treasure: http://www.unh.edu/trash2treasure/
	Text263: Yes. For example, UNH participates in the Annual International Environmental Design Contest (EDC) In 2007, UNH students not only won first place in their task, they won the prestigious overall Intel Innovation Award for the 3rd time for their project "Conversion of Biomass Resource to Useful Forms of Energy and Other Products." Sponsored by the Waste Management Education and Research Consortium (WERC), which includes several universities and national laboratories in New Mexico, the annual contest involves tackling real-life problems provided by industry and government. The WERC EDC is the only contest in the world that provides a competitive challenge and means of interaction for university and high school students who are involved in environmental education. With many years of participation and two overall wins, the UNH team has a strong history of performing well at this international competition. 
	Text264: The Office of Woodlands and Natural Areas (WNA) at UNH is responsible for managing wildlife habitat on UNH properties (viewable here: http://www.unh.edu/woodlands/properties.html) and participates in UNH's Ecosystem Task Force (http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/biodiv_ed/ecotf.html).  The decisions of the WNA are deeply rooted in their guiding management principles:     
    * Support ecosystem integrity
    * Support biological diversity
    * Support sustainable forest utilization
    * Protect the productivity of the resources in their care
    * Provide educational, research, and recreational opportunities

Moreover, the WNA takes a diverse approach to management by seeking to:
    * Provide a variety of stand vigor conditions
    * Provide a variety of vegetation types
    * Provide a variety of stand age classes
    * Maintain an adequate forest road access and maintenance program
    * Maintain a centralized research, recreational, and forest management record keeping system.
    * Improve and maintain a variety of wildlife habitat
    * Enhance compatible recreational opportunities
    * Prevent watershed degradation
    * Provide educational opportunities and assistance to students
    * Interact with other organizations and individuals that need access to areas administered by the Woodlands and Natural Areas Committee
http://www.unh.edu/woodlands/introduction.html

To goals of the UNH Ecosystem Task Force (EcoTF; http://www.sustainableunh.unh.edu/biodiv_ed/ecotf.html) are to: Develop a long-term plan for sustainable management of biodiversity and ecological integrity of UNH lands including the main Durham campus; Develop tools for assessing, evaluating and managing ecosystem function and services within the Oyster River and Lamprey River Watersheds including approaches to landscape design and management in support of the Campus Landscape Master Plan and in accord with knowledge and best practices of sustainable ecosystem management; Identify mechanisms that support professional development opportunities for UNH faculty/staff to contribute to the goals of the EcoTF including related curriculum, research, operations and engagement activities.
	Text265: At the present time UNH is engaging in preliminary discussions about what a formal Indoor Air Quality policy would entail. Though nothing is official yet, ideas include establishing clear lines of communication between departments if IAQ issues arise, strategies for addressing IAQ complaints, identification of whom is responsible for actions, and guidelines for bringing in a 3rd party to resolve IAQ matters. 

http://www.unh.edu/ehs/
	Text266: http://chhs.unh.edu/kin_oe/undergrad_oe.html

UNH has long been a leader in the fields of outdoor education, adventure education and experiential learning. Students enrolled in the Outdoor Education Major develop their core competencies in technical skills, theoretical knowledge, and teaching/leadership practices through an engaging combination of coursework and field experiences. Outdoor education students gain the benefits of a high-quality University education while mastering the practical skills required for success in the field. Many students take on minors or second majors in other subject areas, receiving valuable cross-training for lifelong learning and career advantage. Our faculty members are nationally and internationally renowned for their contributions to outdoor education, adventure education and experiential learning, yet go out of their way to be highly accessible to each individual student. Small class sizes, combined with seminar and field-based coursework, provide students with opportunities to experience both a great depth and breadth of knowledge in outdoor and experiential education.

UNH also has masters and Ph.D programs in Outdoor Education: http://chhs.unh.edu/kin_oe/grad_oe.html
	Text267: The New Hampshire Outing Club (NHOC) is the oldest and largest club on campus and is run entirely by UNH students. NHOC typically offers 2-5 trips each weekend throughout the year including hiking, rock climbing, backpacking, cross country/downhill skiing, canoeing, biking, ice climbing, kayaking, road trips, extreme sledding, and so much more. UNH’s Outdoor Education Program follows Leave No Trace (LNT) guidelines and has for the past 20+ years. There is 1 LNT trainer on the staff and Outdoor Education students take a LNT course as part of the KIN 682 course. UNH offers undergraduate, masters, and Ph.D. programs in outdoor education. More information available at http://www.shhs.unh.edu/kin_oe/undergrad_oe.html.In addition, the 250-acre "College Woods" is located on the west side of the main campus. Many instructors use College Woods as an outdoor learning laboratory and for research purposes. Students, faculty and staff also use the area for recreation including hiking, walking, skiing, jogging, bird watching, and general relaxation.
	Text268: In fall 2010, the University Office of Sustainability become the UNH Sustainability Academy under UNH's 2020 strategic plan: http://www.unh.edu/strategicplanning/ten-initiatives-interdisciplinary-schools-and-academies. The 2010 UNH Strategic Plan, "The University of New Hampshire in 2020: Breaking Silos, Transforming Lives, Reimagining the University," recognizes the interdisciplinary nature of sustainability. The Plan describes the formation of a Sustainability "Academy" that would extend the University’s innovative and collaborative work in sustainability for both on- and off-campus audiences through programming that focuses on the challenges and opportunities of sustainability that lie at the intersection of the sciences, humanities, and engineering.

Under the UNH Sustainability Academy, new programs in development for 2011/2012 include a Dual Major in Sustainability, a Sustainability Research Collaboratory (fosters interdiscplinary faculty research in sustainability and sustainability science), a sustainability and businss institute for business leaders (deveveloped in partnership with NH Businesses for Social Responsibility), and more.

www.sustainableunh.unh.edu

	Text269: UNH Sustainability Stewards
UNH Sustainability Stewards are faculty and staff working together to bring sustainability – a core part of UNH’s identity and mission – to the grassroots level in their buildings and departments. Under the guidance of the UNH Sustainability Academy and UNH’s campus-wide task forces like the Energy Task Force (ETF), these volunteers will help their colleagues integrate sustainability into the day-to-day actions of their workspaces, saving their departments and the University resources, including money.

Trash to Treasure
At UNH, students throw away an immense amount of usable material at the end of the year.  The approximate 6,000 students that live on campus (half the students that go to UNH) throw away about 25 tons of trash per month. However in May, that number rises dramatically to 105 tons due to move-out waste. Last year, the University of New Hampshire had 13 extra 30-yard dumpsters delivered to campus just to handle move-out waste. The total cost to pay for the disposal of the extra amount dumped each May is over $5000 dollars! In an effort to reduce UNH’s impact on landfills, the UNH Student Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC) will be initiating a new program called Trash 2 Treasure (T2T).We will be collecting all of the stuff that students throw away each year, storing it all over the summer, and then holding a large 3-day yard sale during move-in weekend to sell it all back to students. Our goal is to create a sustainable program where we will be able to run the program next year with the money we make at the yard sale this year, and so on, for years to come

Food Solutions New England (FSNE) is a University of New Hampshire-based initiative designed to promote food systems that support sustainable farm and food enterprises and sound nutrition in New England communities. FSNE promotes comprehensive, systemic approaches linking farm, food, nutrition, and social justice issues using analysis and visualization to help improve the integrity and viability of the regional food system. In 2011, FSNE convened a regional working summit with delegates from across New England to advance sustainable food in the region. FSNE also released a documentary "Voices From the Field" giving voice to those experiencing food insecurity in New Hampshire. http://www.foodsolutionsne.org.

The Organic Dairy Research Farm, the first of its kind at a Land Grant University, is the centerpiece of a NHAES/COLSA sustainable agriculture field station at the Burley-Demeritt/Bartlett-Dudley Farm in Lee, New Hampshire.The Organic Dairy Research Farm at UNH has been developed as a test bed for Sustainable Agriculture in the broadest sense.  The farm offers a platform for experimentation and education in many disciplines and allows for rigorous, transparent and replicable development and testing of scientific ideas, new methods, tools, and other new technologies. The research priorities are relevant to both organic and conventional farm operations that are interested in lower input and/or sustainable production practices.
An inherent part of the Organic Dairy Research Farm’s mission is the opportunity to provide outstanding research experiences to graduate and undergraduate students.  Students are often engaged through formal UNH courses that use the Farm as a living laboratory for class projects and as a field trip destination. Producers, suppliers and citizens also benefit.  Local farmers have access to tools and data generated at the farm to help assess the factors involved in sustainable agriculture.  Agricultural suppliers may collaborate on projects to test feeds, equipment, management methods and technologies. A byproduct of the farm is the organic milk that is sold on contract to distributors who are meeting the local demand for organic milk-based and other products.

The ECOLine Power Partnership project is part of the University's effort to provide a campus environment that is energy efficient and operates to promote a green vision of the future, including its long-term sustainability. In partnership with Waste Management of New Hampshire, Inc., UNH launched ECOLine to pipe enriched and purified gas from Waste Management’s landfill in Rochester to the Durham campus. Coming from Waste Management’s Turnkey Recycling and Environmental Enterprise (TREE) facility in Rochester, NH, the landfill gas replaces commercial natural gas as the primary fuel in UNH’s cogeneration plant. Construction began in 2007 on the landfill gas processing plant in Rochester that purifies the gas and on the 12.7-mile underground pipeline that transports the gas from the plant to the UNH Durham campus.The methane is the primary fuel to operate the university’s cogeneration plant, which provides electricity and heat for the main campus buildings. UNH is the first university in the country to use landfill gas as its primary fuel source. When fully operational, EcoLine will provide up to 85% of the campus energy from the landfill gas. EcoLine cost an estimated $49 million - all internally-funded - with an anticipated payback within 10 years of the project. The sale of Renewable Energy Certificates generate by EcoLine helps to finance the project as well as support campus energy efficiency projects.

Sustainability Internships:
1. The Sustainability Internship Program (SIP) is a collaborative effort between the University Office of Sustainability and the University Advising and Career Center to provide students with outside-the-classroom learning about sustainability while gaining valuable hands-on experience in the workforce. Since its formation in 2008, SIP has been responding to the global challenges of today by mentoring the leaders of tomorrow. By participating in SIP, students also make great networking connections. The Program is open to all UNH students from all majors. Previous SIP-employer partnerships range from Carbon Solutions New England to Clean Air-Cool Planet, the Green Alliance to Seacoast Eat Local, The USDA Forest Service to the University Office of Sustainability, NH Department of Environmental Services to NH Businesses for Social Responsibility, and many more. Using a learning community model, SIP students come together three times during the semester for roundtable discussions to share their experiences, interact with guest speakers with expertise on sustainability, watch films, and reflect on readings selected by SIP coordinators. Throughout their internship experience, SIP students also share and reflect on their experiences by blogging on the SIP blog (www.unhinterns.com). Finally, students summarize their SIP experience by presenting to employers, fellow SIP/UNH students, faculty, friends, and family at the annual Undergraduate Research Conference (URC) at UNH. Upon successful completion of SIP, students are awarded a letter of recommendation from UNH’s Chief Sustainability Officer Tom Kelly. 
2. UNH Carsey Institute Social Innovation Internship Program
UN's 8-week Social Innovation Internship: (1) connects students to leading for-profit and nonprofit organizations for a rigorous and meaningful summer internship; (2) provides UNH training in social entrepreneurship; (3) supports students to mobilize their peers when they return to campus in the fall.  All this, along with a $2300 stipend!
Internship sites include:
CCA Global Partners (online platform for nonprofits)
Holase (engineering)
MoJo, a.k.a. Moms & Jobs (operations)
More than Wheels (social media strategy)
New Hampshire Community Loan Fund (small business prospect loan pipeline)
Pax World (sustainability research)
Revolution Energy, a Green Launching Pad winner (marketing/education)
ROC USA (marketing)
Stonyfield Farm


